have become lore in (Anglophone) postcolonial urban and heritage studies (Roy 2009; Winter 2014) . The call for papers was ultimately more modest and straightforward: it invited reflections on a range of issues, from the relationship between cultural heritage and neoliberal urbanisation to the everyday negotiation of official heritage sites, that positioned themselves in wider theoretical discussions about cultural heritage and drew upon original ethnographic fieldwork in the region. Indeed, if there were an equivocal theme to the panel, this was less the Mediterranean than the somewhat unspoken idea of 'critical' ethnography.
Why a critical ethnography of cultural heritage?
Over the last few years there has been considerable discussion, especially in this journal, about an emergent 'Critical Heritage Studies' that consciously moves away from the dominant technical and policy approaches to conservation to view heritage as a serious topic of social and cultural enquiry that sheds light on broader issues facing contemporary societies (see, for instance, the following editorials: Smith 2012; Winter and Waterton 2013) . Here the 'critical' has been uncoupled from heritage and placed in front of ethnography, suggesting perhaps a shift in emphasis from object to method. As organiser of the original conference panel I must take full responsibility for this move, and it was during the conference itself that I was made to consider the implications of opting for the word 'critical' in the first place: for when I read down the list of panels, that included captivating titles such as 'Ethnography and the Senses' , 'Ethnographies of Disasters' and 'Ethnographies of Populist Movements' , I soon realised that no one else had seen the need to do so. The discovery came as something of a jolt. Was it simply the case of the conference's sole English-mother tongue convenor resorting to that pet word of Anglo-academic-speak; one by now so ubiquitous it risked appearing little more than a self-serving stamp of approval? My immediate reaction was a nagging suspicion that I had, at least in part, fallen back on the term 'critical' out of habit. However, on reflection, and as I felt obliged to explain to the assembled audience in my introduction to the panel, its inclusion had been determined by two underlying factors.
First, I had supposed, rightly or wrongly, that for anyone not versed in the latest developments in the field, and in a conference devoted to ethnographic research, some of it of an explicitly militant nature, culture heritage was unlikely to capture serious attention. Hence 'critical' acted as a signal to my mainly Italian colleagues that heritage could be just as socially and politically consequential as classic, meaty topics like migration, labour or urban conflicts. Second, I had become increasingly frustrated by the decidedly uncritical way in which many qualitative studies in Italy tackled the question of heritage. Such research rarely challenged and often endorsed mainstream consensus that cultural patrimony was an intrinsically 'good thing' to be protected and valued, and was invariably premised on the conviction that ethnography could be applied (and where possible remunerated) like any other type of professional expertise for the purpose of improving policy and practice. 'Critical' was not meant to deny a practical use of ethnography in such matters but rather announced greater scrutiny of the discursive frameworks and power relations in which both ethnographic practice and cultural heritage find themselves implicated. Thus, in sum, the label 'critical' was deployed to reiterate both thematic legitimacy and methodological distinction.
I do not want to suggest that a critical ethnography of cultural heritage should adhere to a set course of action. As a research method, ethnography is almost always an intimate, contingent and serendipitous endeavour. Of course, there already exists something known as 'critical ethnography' . This is typically understood as an approach that adopts a reflective stance to the relationship between fieldwork and knowledge production, and is committed to directly challenging situations of domination and injustice (Thomas 1993; Madison 2005) . While many practitioners would assert that such characteristics are the bread and butter of any serious ethnography, the point I want to stress is that a critical ethnography of cultural heritage does not necessarily have to involve exercises in self-reflexivity, to champion downtrodden causes or to expose the political violence that lies beneath the benevolent veneer of historic conservation. It is as much about building historically grounded and culturally nuanced accounts of how forms of heritage come to be differently defined, enacted, governed, consumed and contested. It is about being equally competent in tracking the corollaries of celebratory rhetoric in everyday life (be this out on the street or inside some institutional setting), and probing taken-for-granted allegations about the iniquities of the heritage industry. Fundamentally, it is also about taking on board arguments raised by other heritage scholars and feeding findings back into relevant debates; which implies thinking about how ethnography -as one possible mode of knowledge production -might enrich the field of heritage studies, potentially redirect some of its focus and perhaps even redress certain theoretical premises. The goal of this themed section is to demonstrate how the relationship between ethnographic research and critical heritage studies can play out in the context of urban settings within the relatively confined but internally diverse space of the western Mediterranean region.
The contributions
The final selection of papers includes three original contributions from the aforementioned conference panel plus an article subsequently written by myself. Each article indicates ways in which ethnographic fieldwork can be effectively harnessed to take to task certain public, political and scholarly commonplaces about urban heritage.
Thomas Beardslee's article discusses UNESCO's Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) programme in Marrakech's Jemaa el Fnaa Square, carried out at the behest of local and foreign intellectual elites to safeguard its traditional activities, and considers the unintended consequences that this process has had upon its street performers, and in particular hlayqiya musicians. Drawing on fieldwork based in part on his own experience as a working musician, Beardslee's goal is to explore how ICH's ideals about community empowerment unfold in real life. Despite its good intentions, the programme's reified understanding of 'authentic' cultural practice tended to neglect the mundane realities of performers, whose use of the square relied on routines and a physical layout that were not always compatible with the ICH vision. Thus, for example, the decision to remove a busy taxi rank led to the loss of a public and important source of income. In order to make sense of the power imbalances at play, Beardslee interprets ICH as a form of governmentality which functions both as a tool to assuage people's fears about cultural homogeneity wrought by globalisation and as a means to render members of a heritage community more governable. However, the same practitioners have appropriated this notion of community in order to pursue collective interests, which has included, among other things, organising strike action in the square to demand social benefits from local government.
Nick Dines' paper on L' Aquila and Naples similarly traces the practical implications of a heritage discourse, but in this case one that sets itself against the neoliberal imperative of market-led economic growth that is purported to dictate the Italian government's and private sector's attitudes towards the nation's cultural patrimony. This 'oppositional heritage discourse' , dressed in the language of democracy and citizenship, has been deployed during recent decades in fights against urban redevelopment and evictions of historic communities and has been particularly pronounced in resisting reconstruction programmes following natural disasters. Combining participant observation and oral history research in two earthquake-hit cities, Dines describes how the actions and political demands of some local people, such as the disorderly invasion of an exclusion zone in the ancient heart of L' Aquila and the campaign for high-rise social housing in a sixteenth-century neighbourhood in Naples -jar with the civic goals of heritage activists. The author contends that progressive heritage politics, irrespective of its anti-capitalist rhetoric, needs not only to adopt a strategically essentialist stance but must also acknowledge what Italian anthropologist Berardino Palumbo dubs 'philologically incorrect' modes of inhabiting historic centres, otherwise the accompanying appeal for heritage consciousness among local populations risks lending tacit support to the very processes of neoliberal urbanisation that its proponents claim to oppose.
Mark Ingram's article shifts the attention away from city centres to examine attempts to commemorate heritage in low-income residential districts on the outskirts of Marseille. The heritage of popular neighbourhoods has latterly become a point of discussion in French state policy as a possible tool to grant residents greater agency in local decision-making and to help suture social divisions. However, this new-found, and as yet unformalised policy interest sits paradoxically alongside discourses about the physical deficiencies of public housing estates and a surge in state-led demolition, as occurred in Frais-Vallon, one of the neighbourhoods discussed in the study. Drawing on insights gathered in successive field trips to Marseille over 7 years, Ingram considers a range of community arts projects, including site-specific works of theatre and the installation of commemorative plaques, as acts of place-making that seek to mobilise long-standing social ties and neighbourhood attachments and to provide a means for individuals to see their actions as meaningful within a larger collective and public frame. The author utilises the idea of emplacement, understood as the capacity of places to mediate relationships of shared identity and difference, to explain how residents' performances of local heritage not only work to counter the stigmatisation of areas but also deliberately strive to enact broad networks of solidarity.
Finally, Paula Mota Santos' contribution employs visual ethnography to study different systems of photographic representation of the old city of Porto, traditionally an area populated by low-income residents that was recognised as a UNESCO world heritage site in 1996 and is today a major tourist destination. Based on a large sample of photographs specially produced and commented upon by local residents and tourists during the course of fieldwork, alongside images used in city council literature and illustrated postcards, the article examines how each relative gaze -inhabitant, tourist, officialdom and commodity -differently constructs central Porto as a 'lived-in heritage site' . Of the four sets of images, tourist representations of the old city prove to be the most variegated in terms of pictorial elements (ranging from 'people ' and 'food' to 'details' and 'urban units') , suggesting a photographing subject that is somewhat more complex and sensitive to the particularities of place than is usually acknowledged in literature on the tourist gaze. According to Santos, this kaleidoscopic approach to depicting the city, coupled with the participants' declared reticence in capturing aspects of local working-class life, indicates how tourists are able to move beyond master narratives about the old city as open-air heritage museum to experience it as also a site of social difference.
